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Professor Wesley J. Liebeler 
University of California at 
Los Angeles Law School 
UCLA 
Los Angeles, California 

Dear Professor: 

Octooer .31, 1'066 

We are extremely interested in your proposed book anatgg the Warren 
Commission's work and the criticisms b 	e and Epste 

We have 	author 	convinced that his integrity and ability 
ranks 	and above the other two authors you are answering. 

Have y seen or 	d the TV and radio appearances of Mr. Weisberg 
challe 	able 	neys and famous TV personalities'? He would be 
your id 	 y in such an appearance. Mr. Weisberg will be 
appearing an Nt3C television program on November 12, 1666 from to 
12 midnight. The name of the program will be "A Re-examination of the 
Warren Commission's Findings: A Minority Report". Appearing with ivir. 
Weisberg will be Jim Bishop, Mark Lane, Leo Sauvage, Penn Jones and 
Jacob Cohen. We hope you can find time in your busy schedule to watch 
this program. 

Very truly yours, 

Pennsylvania General Paper Corp. 

thur Price 
President 

A P/pw 

CC: H. Weisberg 
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